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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thinking about climate change helps us prioritize our efforts to ensure our values for the land carry on into the future. 



Agenda
• Big Question
• Intentionality
• Adaptation Resources 

for Forested 
Watersheds

How do we pursue 
adaptation in the field of 
watershed management?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we are here to do todayThe big question: How do we pursue adaptation in the field of watershed management? (Stephen and Chris switched this wording)How are foresters and natural resource professionals taking climate change into account when identifying risks and developing adaptation actions?How are folks connecting impacts to water resources to management challenges to actions?Our group asked this question, and won a grant from Great lakes restoration initiative GRLI to further pursue investigate.



Northern Institute of Applied Climate Science

Climate

Carbon Regional multi-institutional partnership among:

Provides practical information, resources, 
and technical assistance related to forests 
and climate change

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KMs:We span the boundary between academic research and the practical information and support that land managers need to make decisionsWe are a chartered institute, meaning we exist because these orgs that charted us say we existThe FS provides primary support, but all these orgs provide partnership, support, and perspectiveThey have different values and views on land management, but agree that a boundary spanning org like ours is needed



Practical Resources & Technical Assistance

• USDA Forest Service 
Climate Change Resource 
Center

• USDA Climate Hub

• Forestadpatation.org

• AdaptationWorkbook.org

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NIACS, we create practical resources and tools for land managers, synthesize science and deliver unbiased information on climate changeKMs: Provides practical information, resources, and technical assistance related to forests and climate change.Now we are stretching our focus a bit to include other aspects of land management – agriculture, now water. 



Our goal: Develop local examples
of adaptation

Forestadaptation.org/demos

+200
Projects 

underway

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We specifically work with managers to adapt and practice active risk-managementOur end goal is always to develop local examples of climate-informed land management for managers to learn from. Our catalog of demonstration projects is growing.  These dots represent a HUGE diversity of forest types, landowners, management goals, scales of projects, etc….the thing that ties them all together is that they each used a common thought process to consider climate change information - NIACS Adaptation Workbook!!



Diverse Forest Values
This image cannot currently be displayed.

keweenawcommunityfoundation.org

hometownsource.comInstructables.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
**************Images are cited or NIACS & FSKMs:Across all kinds of ownerships, these diverse ecosystems provide a variety of vital services that we value: Wildlife habitat, Recreation opportunitiesCultural connections (harvesting birch bark)Clean water, More than I have time to mention….



Regulate stream flows and water quality

Replenish & recharge groundwater

Protect and enhance downstream water supplies

Water flows from healthy, 
forested watersheds. 

Provide habitat for native aquatic species

Control erosion and soil quality

Reduce flood and storm damage

Capture and store water

… in addition the many cultural and spiritual benefits 

Furniss (2010), Sprague (2006)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clean water is our most important natural resource, We rely on forests to provide that water, and see forests as the first opportunity to capture, store, filter, and release water.  Forests provide: Services that we rely on: freshwater that fills our rivers, lakes, streams, sustains fish, plants, wildlife, supports food, energy and industrial production.Our livelihoods are dependent on healthy forests.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s in our best interest to protect and manage our forested watersheds to persist, and provide clean water into the future.PWR – collaborative effort to work cross boundary, on landscape wide projects



A changing climate…
Annual
Observed:
1895 – 2016
+3.0 0F

Soil moisture
Observed:
Drier than average, 
moderate drought 
during growing seasons

Precipitation 
Observed:
1895 – 2016
2+ inches more 
annual precipitation

Extreme events 
Observed:
More frequent 
extreme rain 
events (>3” over 
last 30yr)

Winter temp
Observed:
1895 – 2016
+4.3 0F

Climate change Ecosystem 
Vulnerability Assessment at 
forestadaptation.org/vulnerability-assessment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can come back to explore these topics in more depth, broad brush approach today, get the conversation started



Projected climate…

Earlier, more 
frequent 
extreme rain 
events + wind, 
followed by dry.

Winters will 
become 
shorter

Climate change Ecosystem 
Vulnerability Assessment at 
forestadaptation.org/vulnerability-assessment

2 - 9 0F

• More rain in winter 
and spring (1”-3”)

• Snow reduction 
10—30%

Growing season 
lengthen by 1-2 
months

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Annual, seasonalLess snow: More rain, less snow. Lake effect (yes but not what it was)Heavy rain: Earlier, more frequently events will be heavier with greater intensity, followed by dryExtreme events + wind



Threat multiplier

Interactions make all the 
difference.

 Chronic stress

 Disturbances

 Invasive species

 Insect pests

 Forest diseases

Drought

Injury

Pests and 
Disease

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Multiplying challenges for conservation and resource management. Compounds stress on systemExacerbates existing vulnerabilities or challengesCreates new issues, and offer opportunities: Pests, pathogens, diseaseClimate change will likely intensify these problems by altering the quantity, quality, timing and distribution of water



the adjustment of systems in response to 
climate change. 

Parry et al. 2007, IPCC 2007, SCBD 2009, Groves et al. 2010

Taking action to prepare for anticipated changes 
and risks, and responding to effects.

Adaptation…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Adaptation means taking action to prepare for anticipated changes and respond to effects.  Adaptation means taking action (prepare and respond)"We may not be able to precisely predict the extent, location, or timing of CC impacts but we can recognize ecosystem changes and respond with flexible and adaptive management strategies." 



Goals…
• Water quality
• Water quantity
• Riparian buffers and corridors
• Forested Wetlands
• Infrastructure: culverts, 

transportation networks
• Other.. 

Managing forested watersheds

Added considerations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Managing forested watersheds can mean many things – based on your goals for the landscape - from protecting aquatic habitats, coping with flooding or coping with the loss of key riparian species, to minimizing the ecological impacts of infrastructure on forests and water resources, amongst many others as well…  Climate change is an added consideration to an already complex job. – earlier spring runoff, larger flood peaks, managing for increased water temperature, shrinking snowpack, pest invasion, reduced summer baseflow, drier soils – Climate change will likely intensify the challenge we already face, altering the quantity, quality, timing and distribution of water*********** Images are: EPA, FS



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some things that we are doing will help systems adapt to climate change even though CC wasn’t an initial consideration in the mgmt. planHow do these actions already address some aspects of a changing climate? Are there other actions we may want to consider?



Intentionality

• Explicitly consider and 
address climate change 

• Sure we might get 
lucky… 

• Intentionally assessing 
risk and vulnerabilities 
makes our plans more 
robust!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explicitly considering and addressing CC effects that could impact our MGMT goalsYes we might get lucky – but don’t bank on it - Some things we are doing now will help systems adapt to changing conditions… even if we did not plan for it (this was an unintended consequence of management)Intentionality makes our plans more robust!Sets up options for future managers



Customize adaptation plans
• Workshops
• Independent work

Tools and resources
Adaptation resources to help you 
create clear rationale for your 
actions by connecting them to 
broader adaptation ideas.

Does not make recommendations!

Swanston et al. 2016 (2nd edition) www.nrs.fs.fed.us/pubs/52760 

AdaptationWorkbook.org

Forestadaptation.org

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KMs:address diverse needs through a set of adaptation menus and an adaptation workbookCustomized adaptation actions.Critically – these don’t make recommendationsKMs: (walk through the dots)The beauty of this resource, is that it creates a logical framework to connect the dots between on-the-ground actions with the intent of using those actions to address challenges and opportunities perceived by the landowner so that they can adapt to climate impacts and meet land management goals and objectives.



Project: Water Resources

 Network, reach out to the 
community

 Devise the tool
 Test the tool in workshops
 Review and refine
 Publish
 Create demonstrations
 Training workshops

Great Lakes Restoration Initiative (GLRI) 
supporting this work over 2 years 

Beginning Fall 2016 -

Project road map

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This project – supported by GLRI, beginning in the fall 2016 and continuing into the following year



Big ideas:

Wetlands, floodplains Restore and protect storage 
areas, reduce flood hazards, prolong seasonal flows.

Riparian forests   Increase stream shading, diversify, 
protect the sponge.

Aquatic Organism Enhance habitat connectivity & 
habitat to help species adapt to changing conditions.

Infrastructure Incorporate climate considerations into 
design standards.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many of the actions you are already doing will make sense given CC, make room for small tweaks, and allow yourself to think of "new and different" on-the-ground actions (pie chart slide) Restore & protect storage areas (wetlands, floodplains) to reduce flood hazards and prolong seasonal flowsRiparian (shorelines, forested wetlands, hillslopes, vernal pools) – maintain forested condition, protect the sponge (filter!)Improve or decommission roads to reduce adverse impacts during large stormsExtreme events, flooding (think: non stationarity), address climate change by incorporating considerations into design standards, road improvement projects, or consider deemphasizing existing vulnerable/troublesome crossings/roads and removing road/closing on seasonal. Prioritization of crossings, focusing efforts and compounding the benefitsNAAC - climate informed crossings



What can you do…?

• Prioritize actions based on site 
vulnerability to enhance the 
ability to cope

• Reduce risks and plan ahead
• There is no single “right” way 

to respond 
• Emphasize actions that 

maintain flexibility 
• ACT! The time is now

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Climate change creates new challenges, but also new opportunities.  It will require both skill and creativity to address the challenges and take advantage of the opportunities.Managing our natural resources will become more challenging as the climate continues to change, but change, complexity, and uncertainty have always been part of managing natural resources. Climate change creates new challenges, but also new opportunities.  It will require both skill and creativity to address the challenges and take advantage of the opportunities.There is no single “right” way to respond to climate change, and many different actions will be needed to address the challenges.  Incorporating information about the vulnerabilities and risks associated with the changing climate is an important first step.  From there, emphasizing actions that maintain flexibility and address the greatest risks may preserve the most choices for future managers, even as they help meet current management goals.Act now! Deciding where to emphasize different climate adaptation strategies and where to spread risk among multiple strategies. 



Thank you!

Danielle Shannon
dshannon@mtu.edu



But how…?
 Assess future risk and vulnerabilities

 Design a response in line with your 
management goals and needs

Keep in mind…. 

• There is no single “right” way to 
respond to climate change

• Activities can build upon and 
complement sustainable 
management and conservation 
actions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Preparing systems for climate change involves assessing information about the vulnerabilities and risks that come with climate change and then choosing a course of action that best fits the management goals and the needs of the system. There is no single “right” way to respond to climate change, just as there is no single right way to manage resources.  But there are some win-win strategies that will complement the sustainable management, conservation, and restoration practices that are currently on the ground.  For managers who are used to dealing with multiple threats to forest health and productivity, much of what you’re already doing also makes good sense as a response to climate change



A customized approach
Select approaches most applicable to your 

management goals. 



Real World 
Examples

www.forestadaptation.org Click ‘Demonstration Projects’



Maintain forest cover

Water quality

Timber

Goals

• Variable & extreme precipitation
• Warm temperatures
• Rapid snowmelt, and overland 

flows
• Erosion & soil disturbance
• Forest pests, and forest health 

decline
• Land use changes

Site Challenges

MN DNR: Knife River Project (MN)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Coping with overall less snow accumulation, and earlier advancement of spring melt, the forester saw opportunities in-line with his management goals to adapt the site to changing conditions byplanting a mix of coniferous tree species, future adapted native species that are also good for timberto provide shade on-site as long as possible, he will also plan to selectively reserving well established conifers, and leave behind coarse woody debris on-site, in a particular arrangement to reduce future instances of overland water flow velocities, until seedlings are established(SH-  the Adaptation Approach numbers won’t mean anything to the audience unless we’ve already passed out the water menus….perhaps give the table more room and type out the actual text of the approach?)He used these strategies and approaches from the water menu to link his intentions on the land to climate change. Forest cover: 3.2 Revegetate impacted by disturbance, 4.1 favor or restore native species that are adapted , 4.2 establish or encourage new mixes of native speciesReduce snowmelt: leave trees for shading, planting conifers, 3.1Reduce erosion & overland flows: 2.3, 5.5***



Maintain forest cover

Water quality

Timber

Goals

• Variable & extreme precipitation
• Warm temperatures
• Rapid snowmelt, and overland 

flows
• Erosion & soil disturbance
• Forest pests, and forest health 

decline
• Land use changes

Challenges

Project objective Adaptation Approach
Forest cover Menu: 3.2, 4.1, 4.2

Reduce snowmelt w/ conifer shade Menu: 3.1, 5.2

Reduce erosion & overland flow Menu: 2.3, 5.5

Actions

MN DNR: Knife River Project (MN)



Adaptation Approaches

Forest cover

Selectively harvest on-site timber.

Plant a mix of coniferous species, 
including future adapted native 
species.

• Revegetate areas 
impacted by disturbance 
(Approach 3.2)

• Favor native species 
expected to be adapted 
to future conditions 
(Approach 4.1)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Coping with overall less snow accumulation, and earlier advancement of spring melt, the forester saw opportunities in-line with his management goals to adapt the site to changing conditions byplanting a mix of coniferous tree species, future adapted native species that are also good for timberHe used these strategies and approaches from the water menu to link his intentions on the land to climate change. 



Adaptation Approaches

Reduce snowmelt 
with conifer shade

Selectively reserve established 
conifers.

• Enhance forest and 
vegetative cover 
(Approach 3.1)

• Increase water 
retention and storage 
to recharge 
groundwater 
(Approach 5.2)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
to provide shade on-site as long as possible, he will also plan to selectively reserving well established conifers, 



Adaptation Approaches

Reduce erosion & 
overland flow

Leave coarse woody debris on-
site post-harvest. 

• Reduce soil erosion & 
sediment loading 
(Approach 2.3)

• Reduce overland flows 
(Approach 5.5)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
to provide shade on-site as long as possible, he will also plan to selectively reserving well established conifers, and leave behind coarse woody debris on-site, in a particular arrangement to reduce future instances of overland water flow velocities, until seedlings are established





Aquatic organism passage

Riparian forests

Stream morphology

forestadaptation.org/tu-ne

Goals

• Variable & extreme precipitation
• Infrastructure washouts
• Erosion
• Forest pests in riparian area
• Warmer water temps

Challenges

Project objective Adaptation Approach
Infrastructure & Connectivity Menu: 1.2, 1.4, 6.1, 6.2 

Maintain shade in riparian area Menu: 3.1, 4.3, 4.1

Stabilize banks & fluvial processes Menu: 1.3, 1.1, 1.5

Actions

Trout Unlimited & Partners (VT/MA)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(SH- the Adaptation Approach numbers won’t mean anything to the audience unless we’ve already passed out the water menus….perhaps give the table more room and type out the actual text of the approach?)To cope with more frequent heavy precipitation events, variable baseflows in spring and summer, and increased temperatures to the stream and riparian area, the folks at TU are focusing on actions that emphasize:A 1.2 1.4 Connectivity, 6.1 Reinforcing infrastructure, 6.2 Minimize road infrastructure w/ fordDesigning more robust stream crossings that includes AOPA 1.3 Restoring stream channelA 1.1 Infiltration, A 1.5 Reconnecting forested wetlands - reconnect floodplain and floodwater storageThere's a saying that "trout need cold, clean, complex, and connected waters" - Joe Norton, TU (from NWF Hot Water doc)- Cold and clean water is obvious- Complex means lots of cover - like logs, riffles, and connected waterways so that trout can successfully move to cooler waters when needed. 
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+0.2⁰F increase per decade

Average temperature 1895-2016, average 39.3⁰F Linear (Average temperature)

It’s getting warmer

Observed:
• 1895 – 2016
• +3.0 0F

NOAA Climate at a Glance; www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cag
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3.0 degree F increase since 1895 (122yrs)1.7 degree F increase since 1970

http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cag
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W. Upper Peninsula's Average Winter Temperature (1895-2016)
+0.36⁰F increase per decade

Average temperature 1895-2016, average 14.3⁰F Linear (Average temperature)

It’s getting warmer, especially in winter

Observed:
• 1895 – 2016
• +4.3 0F

NOAA Climate at a Glance; www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cag
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Presentation Notes
4.3 degree F increase since 1895 (122yrs)3 degree F increase since 1970 (trend 1 degree per decade)<km> The average December-February temperature has been going up more quickly, by about 1 degree per decade since the 1970s. Winter overnight lows also have risen faster than the overall annual average (data not pictured here). 

http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cag


Climate Change + Water = Wetter

Observed:
• 1895 – 2016
• 2+ inches 

more annual 
precipitation

NOAA Climate at a Glance; www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cag
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Presentation Notes
Getting wetter in some areas and drier in othersLong term trend = 2 inches increase since 1895 (122yrs)In recent times – precip is near normal, actually decreasing by 1 inch since 1970 (trend third of an inch decrease per decade)1980-2017 = -0.22in decrease in precipitation <km> It rains more. Although average precipitation remained pretty flat (including some dry and very wet periods), the total annual average is increasing by about 2 tenths every decade. Rising about 2 tenths of an inch for 122yrs Leveling off and actually dropping about a third of an inch since 1970 

http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cag


Presenter
Presentation Notes
Getting wetter in some areas and drier in othersPRISM dataset – average precipitation (based on climate normal) trends from 1895-1980



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Getting wetter in some areas and drier in othersPRISM dataset – 30 year climate normal - Average precipitation 1980-2010





Forest Adaptation Resources 

www.nrs.fs.fed.us/pubs/40543 and www.AdaptationWorkbook.org

• Supports diverse goals and 
objectives

• Tailored to eastern forest 
types 

• Menu of adaptation 
strategies and approaches 
for forest ecosystems

• Does not make 
recommendations

AdaptationWorkbook.org

2nd edition released 2016!

Swanston et al. 2016 (2nd edition) www.nrs.fs.fed.us/pubs/52760

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The water tool that we are creating builds off of the framework of existing tools that we have created at NIACSThe forest adaptation resources this resource helps usKMs:address diverse needs through a set of adaptation menus and an adaptation workbookCustomized adaptation actions.Critically – these don’t make recommendations either – for the same reasons I’ve already mentioned.-------The FAR is a resource for you to draw onIntentionally consider climate – connect to mgmt. goals – customize adaptation responses/actionsworks well with managers who have diverse goals and valuesIntended to accommodate a diverse set of goalsPart of that is our decision to not make management recommendations – that’s not what we are here to do

http://www.nrs.fs.fed.us/pubs/52760


Forest Adaptation Resources

Adaptation Workbook


Strategies & Approaches


Menu of adaptation actions

Structured process to 
integrate climate 
change considerations 
into management.
• Workbook approach

Also online: AdaptationWorkbook.org

Swanston et al. 2016 (2nd edition) 
www.nrs.fs.fed.us/pubs/52760

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KMs:The menus and workbook are meant to work together The menu is actually a menu, like in a restaurant, some things will look good, some won’t, and you won’t order everything.**** originally there was 1 menu and now there are 3 (forest, urban, ag + others in the mill), and one for water. The Adaptation workbook is an adaptive management process, a thought process***************** Purpose to help managers logically consider climate change at the scale of their management. There are two main components to the document, a menu of strategies and approaches, and a workbook to structure and document climate considerations.S/AResult of literature review & expert feedback and reviewProvides a “menu” of possible actions to chose from based upon your needs and goals for the land.

http://www.nrs.fs.fed.us/pubs/52760


Forested Watershed Adaptation Resources
Translating concepts to actions

Adaptation options (concepts): 

• Resistance, Resilience, Transition

Strategies:

• Regionally specific conditions

Approaches:

• Actions for a specific ecosystem 
or forest type

Tactics: 

• Prescriptions for local conditions 
and mgmt. objectivesACTION

STRATEGIES

APROACHES

TACTICS

Concept

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KMs:The tiers related to the specificity of action.<slide>



Why it’s important:
Helps connect the dots 
from broad concepts to 

specific actions for 
implementation.

Management Goals 
& Objectives

Climate Change Impacts

Intent of Adaptation (Option)

Make Idea Specific
(Strategy, Approach)

Action to Implement
(Tactic)

Challenges &  Opportunities

Forest Adaptation Resources

Menu + Workbook

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KMs: (walk through the dots)Finally, the combination of the Menu and WB help managers connect the dots between their on-the-ground actions with the intent of using those actions to address challenges and opportunities perceived by the landowner so that they can adapt to climate impacts and meet land management goals and objectives.Again, if someone asks you why you’re doing what you’re doing, this process is golden for communication – it writes your elevator speech for you.



Regional Workshops (spring 2017)

17 Real-world projects
(Federal, State, Tribal, NGO, Private)

Using Adaptation Workbook


Structured process to 
integrate climate 
change considerations 
into management.
• Workbook approach

Two-day workshops!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We debuted and tested the Strategies and Approaches Workshops this spring 2017We had over 95 people participate in a 2 day workshop format repeated in the MW and NEFolks used the menu in real-world land management projects and provided feedbackThe feedback has informed our process************************************Two 2-day workshops were held to help land management organizations consider how they can meet their watershed objectives while coping with the many environmental stressors associated with changing land use and climateThe workshops brought together 95 professional land managers and researchers to explore climate impacts to natural resources in a seminar format, and a working day to review and explore a menu of practical adaptation strategies and approaches (best management practices) appropriate to watershed management. 394,991 acres of lands considered in management exercises
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